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Higher orders and Higgs: status
In the (very) recent past, three major improvements in our 
theoretical modeling for the Higgs 

• N3LO cross section, fully inclusive                                             
[Anastasiou, Duhr, Dulat, Mistlberger (2015)] 

• NNLO H+J cross section, fully exclusive                           
[Boughezal, FC, Melnikov, Petriello, Schulze (2015); Boughezal, Focke, 
Giele, Liu, Petriello (2015)] 

• NNLO VBF cross section, fully exclusive                                     
[Cacciari, Dreyer, Karlberg, Salam, Zanderighi (2015)] —> Frédéric’s talk

The NNLO results are fully exclusive —> direct access to the 
fiducial region 
The N3LO result is inclusive, but can provide important 
information for the fiducial region as well (e.g. jet vetoes)



Why fixed order
No matter how precise, a pure fixed order computation WILL NOT 
• give you events 
• give you a proper description of the IR physics, both perturbative 

(e.g Sudakov region) and non-perturbative 

HOWEVER 
• in its range of applicability (largish pT, not so exclusive quantities) it 

provides the CLEANEST POSSIBLE THEORETICAL PREDICTION 
• if computed at high-enough orders, most of the not-so-large logs 

will be properly described (also matching ambiguities reduced) 
• framework systematically improvable, reasonable control on 

uncertainties (although we may be already hitting the wall where scale variation 
is no longer a good estimate) 

• when PRECISION is the goal, ONE OF THE KEY PLAYERS



Fiducial results for gluon fusion: H+J@NNLO
H+J@NNLO: status 
• computed from different methods —> VERY IMPORTANT validations possible 

• Boughezal, FC, Melnikov, Petriello, Schulze —> Sector Decomposition + FKS (Czakon; Boughezal, Melnikov, 
Petriello; Czakon, Heymes) 

• Boughezal, Focke, Giele, Liu, Petriello —> N-jettiness slicing (Boughezal, Focke, Liu, Petriello; Gaunt, Strahlhofen, 
Tackmann, Walsh) 

• a third computation is along the way: Chen, Gehrmann, Jaquier, Glover —> antenna subtraction 

• what this can provide 
• NNLO accurate description for arbitrary differential distributions, with 

arbitrary jet algorithm / parameters. State-of-the-art predictions for the first 
(NNLO) and second (NLO) jet bins 

• however, in the HEFT only. Good description up to pT ~ 150 GeV. Do not 
expect very good modeling at 400 GeV… 

• so far, no public codes (state of the art theory —> user friendly 
implementation is not our main concern now) 

• getting results can be computing intensive (~1K CPU), results must be 
carefully checked 
WILL REQUIRE SOME EFFORT IN COORDINATING THEORY CAPABILITY // 

EXPERIMENTAL DESIDERATA



H+J@NNLO: sample results
• EFT; anti-kT, R=0.5, 

pT,cut = 30 GeV 
• NNPDF23 parton sets, 
μ=mH=125 GeV

Sizable corrections, significantly reduced scale uncertainty
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Figure 1: Cancellation of 1/✏ poles in the qg channel. Note
that individual contributions have been rescaled by a factor
of 0.1, while the sum of them is not rescaled.

detail in our previous work on Higgs plus jet production
in pure gluodynamics [9], we only sketch here the salient
features of the calculation. We then present the numer-
ical results of the computation including NNLO results
for cross sections of Higgs plus jet production at various
collider energies and for various values of the transverse
momentum cut on the jet. We also discuss the NNLO
QCD corrections to the transverse momentum distribu-
tion of the Higgs boson. Finally, we present our conclu-
sions.

We begin by reviewing the details of the computation.
Our calculation is based on the e↵ective theory obtained
by integrating out the top quark. For values of the Higgs
p
?

below 150 GeV, this approximation is known to work
to 3% or better at NLO [13, 14]. Since the Higgs boson re-
ceives its transverse momentum by recoiling against jets,
we expect that a similar accuracy of the large-mt ap-
proximation can be expected for observables where jet
transverse momenta do not exceed O(150) GeV as well.

The e↵ective Lagrangian is given by

L = �1

4
G(a)

µ⌫ G
(a),µ⌫ +

X

i

q̄ii/Dqi�C1
H

v
G(a)

µ⌫ G
(a),µ⌫ , (1)

where G
(a)
µ⌫ is the gluon field-strength tensor, H is the

Higgs boson field and qi denotes the light quark field
of flavor i. The flavor index runs over the values i =
u, d, s, c, b, which are all taken to be massless. The co-
variant derivative /D contains the quark-gluon coupling.
The Higgs vacuum expectation value is denoted by v,
and C1 is the Wilson coe�cient obtained by integrating
out the top quark. The calculation presented here re-
quires C1 through O(↵3

s), which can be obtained from
Ref. [15]. Both the Wilson coe�cient and the strong
coupling constant require ultraviolet renormalization; the
corresponding renormalization constants can be found
e.g. in Ref. [16].

Partonic cross sections computed according to the
above prescription are still not finite physical quantities.
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Figure 2: Dependence of the total LO, LO and NNLO cross-
sections on the unphysical scale µ. See text for details.

Two remaining issues must be addressed. First, contribu-
tions of final states with di↵erent number of partons must
be combined in an appropriate way to produce infrared-
safe observables. This requires a definition of final states
with jets. We use the anti-kT jet algorithm [17] to com-
bine partons into jets. Second, initial-state collinear sin-
gularities must be absorbed into the parton distribution
functions (PDFs) by means of standard MS PDF renor-
malization. A detailed discussion of this procedure can
be found in Ref. [18].
The finite cross sections for each of the partonic chan-

nels ij obtained in this way have an expansion in the MS
strong coupling constant ↵s ⌘ ↵s(µ), defined in a theory
with five active flavors,

�ij = �
(0)
ij +

↵s

2⇡
�
(1)
ij +

⇣↵s

2⇡

⌘2

�
(2)
ij +O(↵6

s). (2)

Here, the omitted terms indicated by O(↵6
s) include the

↵3
s factor that is contained in the leading order cross sec-

tion �
(0)
ij . Our computation will include the gg and qg

partonic cross sections at NNLO, �(2)
gg and �

(2)
qg , where q

denotes any light quark or anti-quark. At NLO, it can be
checked using MCFM [19] that these channels contribute
over 99% of the cross section for typical jet transverse
momentum cuts, p

?

⇠ 30 GeV. We therefore include the
partonic channels with two quarks or anti-quarks in the
initial state only through NLO.
In addition to the ultraviolet and collinear renormal-

izations described above, we need the following ingre-

dients to determine �
(2)
gg and �

(2)
qg : the two-loop vir-

tual corrections to the partonic channels gg ! Hg and
qg ! Hq; the one-loop virtual corrections to gg ! Hgg,
gg ! Hqq̄ and qg ! Hqg; the double real emission
processes gg ! Hggg, gg ! Hgqq̄, qg ! Hqgg and
qg ! HqQQ̄, where the QQ̄ pair in the last process can
be of any flavor. The helicity amplitudes for all of these
processes are available in the literature. The two-loop
amplitudes were computed in Ref. [20]. The one-loop cor-
rections to the four-parton processes are known [21] and
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H+J@NNLO: sample results
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Figure 3: Higgs plus jet production cross-sections in depen-
dence of the cut on the jet transverse momentum. The mini-
mal cut we consider is p

?

> 30 GeV. See text for details.

and NNLO as a function of the unphysical scale µ over
the range µ 2 [p

?,cut : 2mH ]. We estimate the residual
uncertainty due to PDF to be at the O(5%) level. The
situation is similar for the 13 TeV LHC. More precisely,
we find �pp!H+j = 10.2+4.0

�2.6 pb, 14.7
+3.0
�2.5 pb, 17.5

+1.1
�1.4 pb

at leading, next-to-leading and next-to-next-to-leading
order, corresponding to a NLO (NNLO) increase with re-
spect to LO of 44% (72%) for µ = mH and of 25% (31%)
for µ = mH/2.

It is interesting to understand to what extent pertur-
bative QCD corrections depend on the kinematics of the
process and/or on the details of the jet algorithm. One
way to study this is to explore how the NNLO QCD cor-
rections change as the lower cut on the jet transverse mo-
mentum is varied. We show corresponding results for the
8 TeV LHC in Fig. 3 where the cumulative distribution
for �(H+j, p

?,j � p
?,cut) is displayed. The inset in Fig. 3

shows ratios of NNLO(NLO) to NLO(LO) H + j cross-
sections, respectively, computed for µF = µR = mH as
a function of the jet p

?

-cut. It follows from Fig. 3 that
QCD radiative corrections depend on the kinematics. In-
deed, the NNLO to NLO cross-sections ratio changes
from 1.25 at p

?

= 30 GeV to ⇠ 1 at p
?

⇠ 150 GeV.
In Fig. 4 we show the Higgs boson transverse momen-

tum distribution in the reaction pp ! H + j, for three
consecutive orders of perturbation theory. We require
that there is a jet in the final state with a transverse mo-
mentum higher than p

?,j > 30 GeV. Note that the two
bins closest to the boundary p

?,H = 30 GeV have been
combined to avoid the well-known Sudakov-shoulder ef-
fect [43]. Away from that region, the NNLO QCD radia-
tive corrections increase the NLO cross-section by about
20%, slowly decreasing as p

?,H increases.
In conclusion, we have presented a calculation of the

NNLO QCD corrections to the production of the Higgs
boson in association with a jet at the LHC. This is the
first complete computation of NNLO QCD corrections to
a Higgs production process with a jet in the final state. It
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Figure 4: Higgs boson transverse momentum distribution in
pp ! H+j at 8 TeV LHC. The jet is defined with the anti-k

?

algorithm with �R = 0.5 and the cut on the jet transverse
momentum of 30 GeV. Further details are explained in the
text.

shows that techniques for performing NNLO QCD com-
putations, that were in the development phase for several
years, can indeed be used to provide precise predictions
for complex process at hadron colliders. The total cross
section for H+jet production receives moderate NNLO
QCD corrections. For jets defined with the anti-k

?

algo-
rithm with p

?,j > 30 GeV, we find NNLO QCD correc-
tions of the order of 20% for µ = mH . These moderate
corrections are the result of the smaller corrections for
the qg channel w.r.t the gg one, and a suppression of the
gg channel due to qq̄ final states not considered in previ-
ous analyses [9, 10]. Beyond the total cross section, our
computation will have important implications for many
processes that are used to study properties of the Higgs
boson, including W+W� and �� final states, primarily
through improved modelling of the Higgs transverse mo-
mentum and rapidity distributions. In particular, since
the complete N3LO computation of the Higgs boson pro-
duction cross section is available, a consistent computa-
tion of the H +0 jets, H +1 jet, H +2 jet and H +3 jet
exclusive processes becomes possible for the first time.
Furthermore, since the Higgs boson is a spin-zero parti-
cle, our computation can be easily extended to include
Higgs boson decays, to enable theoretical predictions for
fiducial cross sections and kinematic distributions for the
particles that are observed in detectors. Once this is
done, our calculation will provide a powerful tool that
will help to understand detailed properties of the Higgs
boson at the LHC.

We thank T. Becher, J. Campbell, T. Gehrmann and
M. Jaquier for helpful communications. We are grate-
ful to S. Badger for making his results for tree-level
amplitudes available to us. F. C. would like to thank
the Institute for Theoretical Particle Physics of KIT and
the Physics and Astronomy Department of Northwestern
University for hospitality at various stages of this project.
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•Non trivial shapes (fixed scale) 
•Bulk of corrections at small pT 
•At large pT, K->1 
•Significantly reduced scale 

uncertainties



Jet-veto cross-section
Combining H+1@NNLO and inclusive Higgs@N3LO: 

EFFICIENCIES ONE ORDER HIGHER

LHC13, NNPDF2.3, anti-kT, R=0.5, μ0=mH, Qres = mH/2, pT,veto = 30 GeV

R pt,veto �N3LO
0�jet (JVE) �N3LO+NNLL

0�jet (JVE) �N3LO+NNLL
0�jet (scales)

0.5 30 GeV 27.2+2.7
�2.7 27.2+1.4

�1.4 27.2+0.9
�0.9

Table 1: 0-jet cross section 13 TeV N3LO

R pt,veto �NNLO
0�jet (JVE) �NNLO+NNLL

0�jet (JVE) �NNLO+NNLL
0�jet (scales)

0.5 30 GeV 26.2+4.0
�4.0 25.8+3.8

�3.8 25.8+1.6
�1.6

Table 2: 0-jet cross section 13 TeV NNLO

ord �f.o.
0�jet (JVE) �f.o.+NNLL

0�jet (JVE) �f.o.+NNLL
0�jet (scales)

NNLO 26.2+4.0
�4.0 pb 25.8+3.8

�3.8 25.8+1.6
�1.6

N3LO 27.2+2.7
�2.7 pb 27.2+1.4

�1.4 27.2+0.9
�0.9

Table 3: 0-jet cross section 13 TeV N3LO

1
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Table 3: 0-jet cross section 13 TeV N3LO

ord �f.o.
�1�jet (scales) �f.o.

�1�jet (JVE) �f.o.+NNLL
�1�jet (JVE)

NLO 14.7+2.8
�2.8 pb 14.7+3.4

�3.4 15.1+2.7
�2.7

NNLO 17.5+1.3
�1.3 pb 17.5+2.6

�2.6 17.5+1.1
�1.1

Table 4: 1-jet cross section 13 TeV (N)NLO

1

0-jet bin

≥1-jet bin

[Many thanks to P. F. Monni and F. Dulat]

• Logs under control 
• No breakdown of f.o.perturbation theory for pT ~ 30 GeV  
• Reliable error estimate from lower orders 
• Significant decrease of pert. uncertainty



Predictions for the fiducial region
THE FIDUCIAL REGION, INCLUDING HIGGS DECAY PRODUCTS, 

IS FULLY ACCESSIBLE

LHC8, H-> γγ, ATLAS-like cut, μ0 = mH/2. Preliminary results
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Preliminary analysis: ~percent modification of the fiducial 
acceptance σγγ/σH when moving from NLO to NNLO, for 
central scales



Predictions for the fiducial region
THE FIDUCIAL REGION, INCLUDING HIGGS DECAY PRODUCTS, 

IS FULLY ACCESSIBLE

LHC8, H-> γγ, ATLAS-like cut, μ0 = mH/2. Preliminary results
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Conclusions
NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN HIGHER ORDER COMPUTATIONS LEAD TO 

PRECISE PREDICTIONS FOR THE FIDUCIAL REGION 
• Limiting extrapolation bias to a minimum 
• Good control on the theory

• Can compute to very good accuracy arbitrary fiducial 
quantities 
• fully validated for Higgs-related observables (jet vetoes…) 
• preliminary investigations for the γγ system 

• State-of-the art computations 
• CPU-intensive, no public codes yet 

• IDEALLY, AGREEMENT ON EXPERIMENTAL DESIDERATA 
• Realistic set-up, full set of cuts for LHC13, within the HXSWG 
• This is the main input we need for now (future: public 

codes…)


